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Figure 1:Modeling user-awareness: Based on social cues of the user, our classification scheme infers her intent on either joining
or passing-by free-standing, conversational groups, triggering an appropriate reaction of the individual groupmembers.

ABSTRACT
Modeling the interactions between users and social groups of vir-
tual agents (VAs) is vital in many virtual-reality-based applications.
However, only little research on group encounters has been con-
ducted yet.We intend to close this gap by focusing on the distinction
between joining and passing-by a group. To enhance the interactive
capacity of VAs in these situations, knowing the user’s objective is
required to show reasonable reactions. To this end,we propose a clas-
sification scheme which infers the user’s intent based on social cues
such as proxemics, gazing and orientation, followed by triggering
believable, non-verbal actions on the VAs. We tested our approach
in a pilot study with overall promising results and discuss possible
improvements for further studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Embodied, computer-controlledandanthropomorphicvirtualagents
(VAs) in virtual reality (VR) function primarily as interaction part-
ners for users (e.g., [22]) and as background characters enlivening the
virtual scenarios (e.g., [38]). To this end,VAs in a shared space require
an interactive capacity allowing them to be autonomous, intelligent,
conversational, and life-like. By this means, they can show plausible
reactive and proactive behavior towards otherVAs aswell as the user.

In thiswork,we focus on encounters between auser and groups of
VAs.Observations in real-life showed, that about 70%of humans [25]
tend to form so called social groups [35]. Thus, they engage in a re-
lationship by means of a shared action [15] in social environments.
To improve the VR experience in enlivened scenarios, this human
behavior can be simulated with VAs by grouping them into inter-
active groups of different sizes. However, this rises the need for an
interaction concept between the user and such virtual, social groups.
Basic components of such a concept are fundamental user-group
interactions such as joining (and leaving) a social group, or passing-
by. Upon joining, direct user-agent interactions are required, e.g.,
engaging in the joint action such as a conversation.

In our work, the VAs remain in their positions, meaning they are
not moving around and groups do not split or merge. Thus, we focus
on the basic components of user-group interactions in a stationary
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context1. In this context, social groups are commonly free-standing,
conversational groups [1] as known from school yards or various
social gatherings. Embedding a user thus requires two interactive
capacities for theVAs: First, they need to infer the user’s intent based
on his or her social cues: while approaching, a user might want to
simply pass-by to reach another location in a scene or the userwants
to joinagroup to listenor toactivelyparticipate inaconversation (cp.,
e.g., [27] for single VAs). Second, the VAs need to react adequately
to the inferred intent. This includes expressing user-awareness, e.g.,
by means of gazing or greetings, as well as showing natural social
behavior, e.g., by respecting a user’s personal space [16].

To the best of our knowledge previous research focused on agent-
group encounters (e.g., [19, 40]) or on a user approaching single
VAs [27] or dyads [33]. Thus, our contribution is a classification
scheme for encounters of a user and social groups in a shared, im-
mersive scene within a stationary context. We thereby exclude the
direct, e.g., verbal user-agent interaction while focusing purely on
the identification of join- and pass-by-intents with consecutive, ad-
equate reactions of the group members.

The paper’s remainder is structured as follows: After providing re-
lated work on social groups w.r.t. group formations and interactions
in Sec. 2, we present our classification scheme to infer the user’s in-
tent in Sec. 3. A pilot study evaluating the scheme is detailed in Sec. 4,
the insights gained are discussed in Sec. 5 and summarized in Sec. 6.

2 RELATEDWORK
Designing VAs for natural, social interactions in VR is non-trivial.
Different behavior patterns for plausible actions are required to give
users the illusion of lively and human-like interaction partners. One
basic module is the VA’s awareness of its surrounding focusing on
perceiving agents and users being there. As indicated by Bönsch et
al., this awareness needs to be expressed explicitly, e.g., in terms of
gazing patterns and proxemics [7]. Especially proxemics, defined
as the usage of space during social interactions, is of prime impor-
tance. Research has proven, that VAs need to respect the personal
space [16] of other characters [13] as well as of the user [2]. Thus,
the interpersonal distance is one aspect influencing the arrangement
of interactants in a given scene. Thereby, distance perception in
VR [14] and the availability of a body avatar as permanent reference
frame to become more aware of the surrounding environment [24]
have to be considered. A second aspect is the need of a shared space
between the interactants, to which all have direct access [20]. The
respective orientational and positional arrangement is referred to as
F-Formations [12, 23, 31, 36]. While different natural arrangements
for a dyad exist, social groups of three or more interactants typi-
cally form a circular arrangement [20] as presented schematically in
Figure 3(a). Thus, simulating social groups in VR requires a natural
positioning behavior of all group members [31]. Research by Ennis
et al. indicated that a circular shape with interpersonal distances
between .4m and 2.1m, depending on theVAs’ relationship, is a good
initial group shape for a group of virtual conversers [13]. Through-
out the social interaction the group shape then needs to be adapted
and refined, as stated by Jan et al. [19]. They propose a social force
model attracting individual group members towards the current

1In mobile contexts the complexity of the basic components is increased as more social
cues, e.g., the walking speed and exact trajectory, need to be considered.

speaker while using a repelling force to maintain an appropriate in-
terpersonal distance between all group members. Furthermore, they
account for group size increases or decreases while also allowing for
situation-dependent group splits and merges. In contrast, Pedica et
al. propose a reactive framework based on the territorial behavior
of humans to model group dynamics during social gatherings [31].

Upon the aforementioned proxemics and group shape, it is nec-
essary to model the joint interaction in a plausible and natural way.
Commonly, the social groups in VR-based scenarios are conversa-
tional, hence a natural course of the discussion needs to be simulated.
This involvesnotonlygazingpatternsorappropriatemimics,butalso
aspects such as interruptions and turn-taking [13, 18, 32]. Further-
more, an adequate welcome for new groupmembers is required, e.g.,
a head node [11], mutual gaze, smiling, and adapted proxemics [10].
Especially if users are supposed to interactmore oftenwith the group
members, a friendlyandopengroup ispreferred [9] asusers feelmore
included [10]. Volonte et al. furthermore found that VAs with a posi-
tive attitude can be used to foster simulated social dialogues as users
are more encouraged to engage in a social interaction [39]. Based
on Cafaro et al., the out-group behavior, defined as the non-verbal
behavior towards the user as an outstander who is about to join the
group, has a great influence and should be modeled with care [9].

Besides the previously mentioned works, different applications
are available focusing on user-agent, user-group or agent-group
encounters. In early applications, users can join a group simply by
approaching it to a certain interpersonal distance [9, 33]. However,
no direct feedback is provided by the VAs, that the user has transi-
tioned from an outstander to a group member. In [4, 27, 39], users
approach a single VA to engage in a conversation. Here, the users’
proxemic as well as gazing behavior are used as indicator for an
interaction intent and a greeting from the VA indicates the start of
the conversation. Narang et al. apply the Bayesian Theory of Mind
in a mobile context (user walks among a crowd of pedestrians) to
infer the user’s intent of engaging in a face-to-face interaction with
a specific VA or to pass-by. Thereby, the users’ trajectories, their
proxemics, and their gaze behavior are taken into account. If an
interaction intent is classified, the respective VA engages in mutual
gaze [26]. In the work of Yang et al., an agent-group interaction
is in focus. Based on identifying the shared space of a group in an
F-Formation, they generate approach trajectories to join the group
without interrupting the conversation [40]. The join is finished, after
the agent approached to a certain distance.

In conclusion, different research is available focusing on model-
ing natural group encounters. However, no general classification
schemewas yet presented to distinguish between a user joining a so-
cial group or passing-by, while triggering adequate, visible reactions
on the VAs. Thus, we propose such a scheme in the following section.

3 JOININGOR PASSING-BY
In this work, we focus on detecting a user’s intent on joining or
passing-by social groups. To avoid interaction effects, the behavioral
design of the social groups is thereby limited to a static context as de-
tailed in Sec. 3.1. Based on this configuration, a classification scheme
is presented which infers the user’s intent (see Sec. 3.2) and triggers
a natural reaction of the respective VAs (see Sec. 3.3).
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Figure 2: Classification scheme to infer the user’s intent and
to decide on the individual social groups’ next actions.

3.1 Free-Standing, Conversational Groups
To simulate a social gathering in VR, we organize the embedded VAs
in free-standing, conversational groups [1] as shown in Figure 1.

We arrange the VAs in a circular shape (see Fig. 4(a)), as common
for groups of three andmore people [20]. To account for the personal
space [16], we introduce interpersonal distances between neighbor-
ingVAsbasedon theouterphaseof thepersonal zone.Moreprecisely,
the distances are in a rangeof .9m to 1.2m, indicating a social bondbe-
tween the group members. By choosing different values for the indi-
vidual pairs, the group shapes are asymmetric and thusmore natural.

The groups themselves are modeled in a stationary context. Thus,
they do not move, split, or merge. To this end, they only increase
or decrease in size when the user decides to join or to leave. As the
circular arrangements are closed orientations [33], both user actions
require adequate group member reactions. During a join, thus a
transition from being an outstander to being a group member, the
group is required to actively open space for the user. After the user
leaves, the groupmembers will automatically close up the free space.

Although remaining in place, the VAs are quasi-dynamic [40] to
express liveliness. Therefore, a set of idle animations is used as well
as greeting and farewell gestures, and changes in body orientations.
Furthermore, the VAs are engaged in scripted conversations. Based
on works of Jan et al. [18, 19], the role of the speaker changes as in
natural conversations, accompanied by a natural gaze model.

3.2 Inferring the User’s Intent
We consider a set of four user intents I = {JN, LV, AVD, AOI}. JN
thereby denotes the user’s intent of joining a social group, LV rep-
resents the intent of leaving a previously joined group, whileAVD
denotes the intent of avoiding a group, i.e., passing by. Finally,AOI
represents any other intent unrelated to our work’s focus.

In order to detect all four intents, we developed a two-stage classi-
fication scheme, depicted in Figure 2. The first part is used to analyze
the current constellationbetweenauser and the social groups to infer
the user’s intent. Consecutively, we derive an appropriate behavior
for the social groups in the second part (see Sec. 3.3).

Basedon theoretical reports (e.g., [6]), different (social) cues canbe
used to infer the user’s intent to interact with a previously unconsid-
eredVAor social group. Thus, our classification is based on four crite-
ria related to different significant resources in understanding human

intentions. For intentsAOI andAVD using a single criteria turned
out to be sufficient. For the remaining intents, a combination of all
four is required, as individual criteria can only be used as indicators.

Proxemics. In social interactions, social space arrangements and
thus a user’s proxemic behavior towards the embedded VAs is im-
portant when inferring the user’s intent. Based on the literature, we
derived two distance-based criteria.

𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥_𝑟𝑒𝑐 , given in Formula 1, is used to evaluate whether the
user is close enough to be consciously recognized by a social group.
Thus, it is an indicator for JN and AVD in contrast to AOI, where no
group reaction is required. As the user is an outstander at that time,
the distance analyzed is the Euclidean distance between the user and
the closest VA. Testing a limited range of potential distances based
on the following findings, resulted in a suitable threshold of 1.25m:

• Parisi et al. [30] found a minimum pass by distance of approx-
imately .75m in cases of one non-moving pedestrian. Tak-
ing into account the sizes of our social groups (cp. findings
of [5, 21]),we assumeuser’swill have larger pass-by distances.
However, as users also try to minimize the energetic cost of
avoidance movements [8], we assume that the distances for
a pass-by and a start-to-join are quite comparable.

• Considering theF-Formation[12, 23] (seeFig. 3(a)), twospaces
need to be taken into account: the r-space, an area directly out-
side the group formation, to which outstanders will approach
if they intent to join the group [23], aswell as the neighboring
c-space, an area inwhich groupmembers start to actively per-
ceive and potentially react to outstanders [12]. However, to
the best of our knowledge no common distances for this areas
were found, as they depend, i.a., on the personal space [16].

• According to Hall, most social interactions take place in the
transition between the ‘personal zone’ (.45−1.20m) and the
’social zone’ (1.20−3.60m) [16]. The outer phase of the per-
sonal distance is thereby used to converse with friends [16].
Thus, we applied it for the in-group proxemics as stated in
Sec. 3.1. Additionally, highly organized interactions such as
waiting in line [29] take place here, which also accounts for
our static social group constellations. Thus, distances within
this zone may indicate a JN, while we expect slightly larger
distances for AVD.

𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥_𝑟𝑒𝑐 =

{
yes distance to group ≤ 1.25m
no otherwise

(1)

After the user joined a social group,𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥_𝑙𝑣 is used to distinguish
between the intentsLV andAOI by evaluating the leavingdistance of
theuser.As theuser is amemberof thegroupat that time, thedistance
taken into account is theEuclideandistance between theuser and the
group’s center The center is located in the middle of the o-space (cp.
Fig. 3(a)), so the transactional space to which all group members fo-
cus their attention [40]. Due to the group’s circular arrangement, the
circle’s radius will increase with more group members maintaining
their personal space. Thus, the leaving distance is group-size depen-
dent, as stated in Figure 2 by the variable 𝑑 . Formula 2 provides the
mathematical description used for the respective distance analysis.
Both thresholds were thereby assessed experimentally: per VA .3m
increasing the fix distance value in the outer personal zone of 1.0m
showed satisfying classification results. This way, the interpersonal
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Figure 3: (a) The inner four spaces of the F-Formation
(cp. [12]); (b) Approximated eye gaze based on head rotation
for𝐶𝑔𝑎𝑧𝑒 . (c) Torso orientation range used in𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑖 .

distance towards the two neighboring VAs exceeds the personal and
inner social zone. Furthermore, the distance required for a LV grows
faster compared to the group shape’s radius, requiring even larger
distances for larger groups. This accounts for an observed “feeling
of belonging to a group” even in larger distances to a larger group.
Based on our experiments, we furthermore avoided taking gaze or
orientation changes into account for LV, as they strongly depend on
the exact trajectories and behavior chosen by the user on leaving.

𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥_𝑙𝑣 =


yes distance d ≥ 1.0m + (𝑛× .3m);

with 𝑛= no. of VAs in group
no otherwise

(2)

Stops. Inarelatedcontext,Cafaroetal. introduce the stop-distance
for stationary conditions [9]. It describes that, besides approaching
potential interactants to a given distance, stopping is required to
transition from an approaching phase to a direct interaction. Thus,
𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 , given in Formula 3, evaluates whether such a stop is per-
formed: While accounting for jitter, the user needs to stay within
a deadzone of .25m for 1s or longer. If so, we have an indicator for
intent JN. Both thresholds are thereby assessed experimentally.

𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 =

{
yes standing still for ≥ 1.0s
no otherwise

(3)

Gazing. Repeated and prolonged gazing towards an object is
a strong social cue for a user’s intent to interact with the respec-
tive object [17]. As indicated by Narang et al., this also holds true
for interactions with VAs [26]. Although introducing instability,
using a simplified gaze model focusing only on the user’s current
gaze [26] instead of the history of gaze [17] has been proven effec-
tive. Thus, we use this insight for our gaze criterion𝐶𝑔𝑎𝑧𝑒 , given by
Formula 4. As we expect users to directly gaze towards the objects
of interest, instead of subtle gazing from the corners of their eyes,
we approximated the eye gaze by the head rotation. To account for
the human’s horizontal, central field of vision (binocular field) [37],
we furthermore introduced an opening angle around the derived
viewing direction, shown in Figure 3(b). Experiments indicated an
angle of about 22° per eye from the center of the horizontal axis to be
suitable. The threshold of 1.5s for the gaze duration, indicating the
intent JN, was assessed experimentally (cp., [26]). Furthermore, gaze

(d)

(b)

(c)

(a)

Figure 4: On joining, (a) the group’s formation [red circle] is
(b) enlarged [green circle] andVAs greet [right female]. (c) Af-
ter following the conversation, (d) leaving triggers a farewell
[females] and a return to the initial formation [red circle].

switching between different members of the same social group is
allowed, while looking somewhere else leads to a reset of the timer.

𝐶𝑔𝑎𝑧𝑒 =

{
yes gaze duration at a social group ≥ 1.5s
no otherwise

(4)

Orientation. With𝐶𝑔𝑎𝑧𝑒 evaluating only the user’s head orienta-
tion, the remaining body is neglected.However, the body orientation
is a significant component to infer a user’s dominant intent: Research
showed, that being oriented towards an objects or a person indicates
the availability and intent of an interaction [34]. Thus, torso orien-
tation is an indicator for JN, resulting in Formula 5. As we consider
joining a group instead of approaching an individual VA,𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑖 evalu-
ates the user’s orientation towards the center of a social group. To ac-
count for jitter and slight deviations, we furthermore experimentally
assessed an acceptable orientation range (cf. Fig. 3(c)). Experiments
indicated that an opening angle of 23° is suitable in our scenarios.

𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑖 =

{
yes torso oriented towards social group center
no otherwise

(5)

3.3 Triggered Behavior for Social Groups
As depicted in Figure 2, plausible actions for the social groups are
derived from the inferred user’s intent. They are used as visual
backchannels to model user-aware and natural behavior.

In case of AOI, there is no cause to react on the user. Thus, the
social groups proceedwith their current actions, namely the scripted
conversation based on interactions described in [18].

In case of AVD, the members of the group being passed by are
awareof theuser’spresence inaclosesurrounding (cp. r-space).Thus,
they signal their user-awareness by means of two actions: Random
VAs shortly engage in mutual gaze, taking a brief view on the user,
before returning to the gaze pattern used during the conversation.
In addition, the VA standing closest to the user turns towards him or
her as if about to start an interaction. By this, the VA partially opens
the closed formation, offering a possibility to join. If the user turns
towards the group, a JN is assumed. Otherwise, the VAs turn back.

In case of JN (see Fig. 4(a-c)), the group needs to actively make
space for the user to include him or her. Thus, the two neighboring
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VAs start to open space by turning slightly towards the user. By
applying territoriality behavior, the VAs are stepping backward to
include the user space-wise. Therefore, the social forces 𝐹𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒 and
𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑦 , introduced in [19], are utilized. The later forcemaintains
the interpersonal distances of eachmember in a range of .9m to 1.2m.
Thus, VAs standing too close are pushed backwards, while 𝐹𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒
keeps themwithin a circular arrangement. In addition, the user is
included in the gazing strategy. In parallel, the conversation shortly
stops and a greeting gesture is triggered for up to three random VAs,
actively welcoming the newly arrived group member.

In case of 𝐿𝑉 (see Fig. 4(d)), the conversation shortly stops and
a goodby gesture is triggered for up to three random VAs. Then all
VAs readjust their positions and orientations to those prior to the
join. At the same time, the user is excluded from the gazing strategy.

4 PILOT STUDY
While we already did smaller testings to experimentally assess the
thresholds required for the classification criteria individually, we
conducted a pilot study to evaluate the complete scheme.

4.1 Hypotheses
We expected the following hypotheses to be fulfilled:
H1: Subjects prefer user-aware VAs when joining a social group.

Users interacting with anthropomorphic VAs expect natural,
human-like reactions as backchannel for their presence and
actions. Thus, when joining a free-standing, conversational
group of VAs, subjects will prefer user-awareness, based on
our classification scheme, over VAs who ignore them.

H2: Subjects prefer user-aware VAs when passing-by a social group.
Based on 𝐻1, we also expect subjects to prefer user-aware
VAs on a close pass-by.

H3: The subject’s intent is inferred correctly.
The tests of our individual classification criteria have been
successful. Thus, we expect that our complete scheme has a
high success rate in detecting the subject’s intent.

4.2 Equipment
The used HTCVive Pro was tracked at 90𝐻𝑧 bymeans of two tripod-
mounted SteamVRBase Stations 2.0 in an area of 4.0m×4.0m (𝑤×𝑑).
One Vive controller was attached to the subject’s torso via a belt to
track the orientation. A second controller was used for navigation.

4.3 Environment & Tasks
The pilot study scene consisted of an open backyard with eight so-
cial groups, shown in Figure 5(a). The individual characters were
modeled via Character Creator2 and animations were taken from
AdobeMixamo3. To realize the conversations, the Google Text-to-
SpeechAPI4was used to generate the sound files, whichwere played
through the VIVE’s build-in headphones as binaural audio. Addi-
tionally, corresponding lip sync was created via iClone5.

We chose awithin-subjects designwith theVAs’ attention level as
independent variable. InAWARE, our classification schemewas used

2https://www.reallusion.com/de/character-creator, last-visited: 2020-09-13
3https://www.mixamo.com, last-visited: 2020-09-13
4https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech, last-visited: 2020-09-13
5https://www.reallusion.com/de/iclone, last-visited: 2020-09-13

(b)

(d)

(a)

(c)

Figure5: Impressionsof thepilot study: (a) theoverall setting
also used in the Explore task, (b) the instructor, as well as ex-
amples of the (c) Join and (d) Pass-by tasks.

to trigger appropriate reactions based on the subject’s actions. In
contrast, in IGNORE, the VAs did not react on the subject’s presence.

We testedboth attention levels successively in three tasks, namely:

Join Task. Subjects were asked to join a specific group at a pre-
defined location.To this end, a target point and thefinal path segment
towards the target were embedded as green, semi-transparent high-
lights, shown in Figure 5(c). Subjects navigatedwith the controller to
the path segment’s start, thenphysicallywalked the segment till they
reached the target point. Afterwards, they left the group again to
return to their initial position and thenext target locationwas shown.
In total, four joins and leaves had to be performed per attention level.

Pass-by Task. Subjects were asked to pass-by a specific group
on a pre-defined path. To this end, a path segment with a target
point was embedded as green, semi-transparent highlight, shown in
Figure 5(d). Subjects navigated with the controller to the start of the
path, then walked the path to it’s end. On reaching the target point,
the next path segment for another group was shown. In total, four
pass-bys had to be performed per attention level.

Explore Task. Subjects were asked to freely explore the scene
while joining and passing-by arbitrary groups. Before performing
an action, they had to first state their intent as well as the related
group(s). To allowanunequivocal group identification, unique group
numbers were embedded as text labels, floating above the groups
(cp., Fig. 5(a)). The task took 4min per attention level.

4.4 Subjects & Procedure
Three females and thirteen males in the age range of 20 to 30 years
(𝑀=22.94, 𝑆𝐷=2.38) participated in our pilot study. All sixteen sub-
jectswere capable of stereoscopic vision andhadnormalmotor skills.
Thirteen of them had already used a VR system before. All subjects
were naïve to the purpose of the pilot study.

On entering the lab, subjects were informed about the procedure,
gave their informed consent and filled out a demographic question-
naire. After being introduced to the safety regulations, subjects were
immersed in the empty study scene. Here, a virtual instructor (see
Fig. 5(b)) guided them through the pilot study by explaining all tasks.
In the familiarization phase, subjects had to navigate to pre-defined
locations in the scene to train real walking with the HMD as well as

https://www.reallusion.com/de/character-creator
https://www.mixamo.com
https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech
https://www.reallusion.com/de/iclone
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flying via the Vive controller while standing6. No body avatar was
embedded, however, the correctly positioned virtual representations
of the input devices were provided. When feeling comfortable, the
pilot study began. The order of the Join and Pass-by taskwas random-
ized, while the summarizing Explore task was always conducted last.
Per task, the order of the attention level usedwas also randomized to
avoidbiases in the results. For the JoinandPass-by taskswecombined
two trials per attention level, allowing the subjectsmore time to gain
impressionsof theVAs’behavior, followedby twoquestions in the im-
mersive environment which had to be answered using the Vive con-
troller. Comparable to the two-interval forced choice (2IFC), subjects
had to state whichmode (neutral term for attention level, to disguise
the pilot study’s purpose) they preferred and which they considered
more realistic. This had to be done twice per task, resulting in the
aforementioned four join and pass-by repetitions. After the Explore
task, subjects took off the HMD, answered some final questions re-
garding preferences for the VAs’ behavior, and left. In total, the study
took about 40min/subject, fromwhich 25were spent fully immersed.

We logged the subjects’ and theVAs’ position and orientation con-
tinuously throughout the study. Additionally, the inferred user’s in-
tentwas stored aswell as the answers and the action announcements.

4.5 Results
Join & Pass-by task. All 16 trials (4 trials × 2 tasks × 2 attention

levels) were identified correctly by our scheme. Subjects had to state
their preference after experiencing two successive trials per atten-
tion level, so twice per task and level. The results are summarized
in Table 1. While there are no significant differences between both
attention levels, a slight tendency towards AWARE for the Join task
can be observed. Taking a closer look on the individual answers
shows that seven subjects changed some of their answers between
the first and second survey in either one or both tasks, resulting
in 14 changes (21.9%). Twelve times (85.7%) answers were changed
from IGNORE toAWARE, only twice (14.3%) vice versa. Furthermore,
six of those changes (42.9%) were registered for the Join task, the
remaining eight (57.1%) for the Pass-by task.

Table 1: Subjects’ preferences in the Join and Pass-by task.

Question Join Task Pass-by Task
AWARE IGNORE AWARE IGNORE

Which behavior do you like most? 65.6% 34.4% 59.4% 40.6%
Which behavior is most realistic? 65.6% 34.4% 59.4% 40.6%

Exploration task. While experiencing attention level AWARE,
93actions (JN,AVD, and JN afterAVD7;LV wasnotcountedexplicitly
but followed each JN ) were announced and performed. Our positive
detection rates are shown in Table 2. In case JN andAVDwas not de-
tected, the intentwasmainly classified asAOI. Bymanually checking
the criteria for all miss-detectedAVDwe found that eight announced
pass-by’s have been conducted with an interpersonal distance >
1.25m. While two pass-bys were conducted rather close in a distance
of 1.28m and 1.37m, twomore were further away (1.88m and 1.98m).
The remaining four happened outside the social zone (>3.6m).

6Flying metaphors can also generate realistic virtual locomotion trajectories [28].
7Subjects, e.g., walked around a group (AVD) to join from the other side (JN ).

Table 2: Intent detection in the Explore task.

Intent Subjects’ Intents Classification
Stated Detected Correct False

JN 53 50 94.3% 5.7%
AVD 32 21 65.6% 34.3%

JN afterAVD 8 6 75.0% 25.0%
Total 93 77 82.8% 17.2%

(Detected indicates correct detections of stated intent.)

Besides, the classification results, questions in thepost-questionnaire
revealed more insights. For a first set of questions, a 7-point Likert
scale was used (1=strongly disagree to 7=strongly agree). Based on
the results given in Table 3, subjects felt that the social groups recog-
nized their intent to join (𝑀=6.5, 𝑆𝐷=.7) and, less distinct, to pass-by
(𝑀=5.9, 𝑆𝐷=1.3). After the join, subjects had enough physical space
(𝑀=6.5, 𝑆𝐷=.7) and felt comfortable with it (𝑀=6.1, 𝑆𝐷=.9)

Table 3: Specific questions for attention level AWARE. (M de-
notes themean, SD the standard deviation,Mdn themedian.)

Question 𝑀 𝑆𝐷 𝑀𝑑𝑛

The groups recognized that I want to join. 6.5 .7 7
The groups recognized that I want to pass by. 5.9 1.3 6
I had enough physical space after I joined a group. 6.5 .7 7
After I joined, I felt comfortable about the distance to
others.

6.1 .9 6

In twomultiple-choice questions we finally asked subjects to choose
those behaviors from a set of possible answers, which they thought
have been used in the respective attentional level, listed in Table 4.

Table 4: Rate of subjects’ confirmation of certain VAs’ behav-
iors inAWARE and IGNORE compared to the reality.

The agents ... Subjects’ Selections Reality Check
AWARE IGNORE AWARE IGNORE

... looked at you 81.3% 43.8% ✓ -

...made space for you 100% - ✓ -

... turned towards you 93.8 % - ✓ -

... greeted you 75% - ✓ -

... bid you farewell 62.5% - ✓ -

... changed their facial expressions 12.5% 18.8% - -

5 DISCUSSION& LIMITATIONS &NEXT STEPS
The goal of our pilot study was two-fold: (1) Finding indicators that
subjects prefer user-aware VAs during social encounters and (2)
proving that our classification scheme works. To this end, our sub-
jects experienced social groups with the attention levelsAWARE and
IGNORE while joining them or passing-by in different tasks.

In the AWARE condition, subjects noticed the VAs’ reactions
as well as the differences in behavior when joining and passing-
by. They stated that the VAs inferred their intents correctly, while
mainly referring to the territorial and the turning behavior. Overall,
the territorial behavior was liked, as subjects had enough physical
space.However, one subject argued, that the process ofmaking space
felt like the VAs shied away, which indicates the use of an unnatural
and exaggerated animation. Another subject stated, that he had too
much space and felt a bit isolated. Based on this, the observation
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of a slightly decreased agreement when being asked whether sub-
jects felt comfortable with the interpersonal distances, proves once
again, that a user’s personality has to be considered when modeling
behavioral aspects. Although, e.g., proxemics are correct from an ob-
jective standpoint, user’s may have different needs and expectations.
In contrast to the territorial behavior, the VAs’ gestures (welcome,
farewell) were not always recognized. On joining the group, the
limited field of view in the HMD impede seeing the welcome on
neighboring VAs. Turning the back on the group when leaving, had
the same effect for the farewell. Furthermore, three subjects (18.8%)
missed being looked at, which might be due to the VAs’ gaze control
as discussed later. Finally, two subjects (12.5%) falsely perceived
changes in the facial expressions of the VAs. We assume, that this
impression emerged due to the expectation of, e.g., an additional
smile aswelcome (cp., [10]).Overall, our subjects felt activelynoticed
by the VAs while recognizing the reactions to their actions.

In the IGNORE condition, the VAs were supposed to take no no-
tice of the subjects. However, seven subjects (43.8%) reported, that
the VAs looked at them. This impression emerged as the VAs’ gaze
was controlled via head movements missing a careful control of
the pupils. While looking back and forth between the other group
members, we speculate that especially during a pass-by a gaze to-
wards a groupmember couldhave been interpreted as a gaze towards
the subject. This shortcoming thus reduced the disparity between
both attention levels and needs to be taken into account. Besides the
mutual gaze, subjects further reported again the falsely perceived
changes in the facial expressions. Theother differences betweenboth
attentional levels have been recognized correctly. Overall, subjects
felt noticed, however largely ignored.

Although both attention levels are thus not perceived as opposed
as we intended, we can still gain insight from this pilot study:

Detecting the intent JN had a success rate of 100% for the Join
and of 94% for the Explore task. We assume the minor decrease for
the latter task was caused by the subjects’ approaching trajectories:
While the predefined trajectories in Join are orthogonal (cp. Fig. 5(c)),
subject’s may have chosen flatter approaching trajectories, compa-
rable to tangents. As we only observed three misdetections, more
evaluations need to be conducted to validate our assumption. Never-
theless, our success rates supportH3 for JN and the subsequent LV.

Evaluating the awareness preferences for an inferred JN re-
vealed the following: While subjects behaved passively in the IG-
NORE condition, we observed occasional interjections in theAWARE
condition. They, e.g., waved back, said hello, or thanked the VAs for
making space. This indicates that the AWARE condition has a more
natural frame, in which users feel comfortable. Furthermore, a slight
tendency towards the attention level AWARE is given. Although we
expected a clearer distinction,we still considerH1 as supported. This
is due to the observation that the preferences shifted towardsAWARE
asmore liked condition between both surveys (1st: 56.25%, 2nd: 75%).

Detecting the intentAVD hada success rateof100%for thePass-
by and of 65.6% for the Explore task. Analyzing the false detections
revealed, that eight pass-bys happened in a distance contradicting
𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥_𝑟𝑒𝑐 (>1.25m): Two pass-bys (1.28m, 1.37m) had been close to
our proposed distance threshold. Thus, a larger distance to infer the
intent AVD is required. Four pass-bys had a distance of > 3.6m, so
subjectspassedoutside thesocial zone.Here,noreactionbytheVAs is
required and detectingAOI is reasonable. Thus, they can be excluded

for the detection rate computation. The two remaining pass-bys
happened in the social zone (1.88m, 1.98m). Here, it is questionable
whether AVD or AOI is the more reasonable classification. Thus,
more insight on the users’ preferences is required. To this end, the
AVD classificationneeds to be improvedas adetection rate of 71.9% (4
exclusions) or 84.4% (6 exclusions) onlyweekly supportsH3 forAVD.

Evaluating the awareness preferences for an inferred AVD
revealed no difference between AWARE and IGNORE. We argue that
this is due to a perceived user-awareness in both conditions, just
differing in strength and the VAs expressing it: In AWARE the VA
next to the subject turned and engaged in mutual gaze. Addition-
ally, random VAs looked at him or her, which is also perceived in
the IGNORE condition. Thus, having no preference for either condi-
tion might be a hint that subjects expect different reactions on their
pass-bys. To this end, more research has to be conducted here as we
can neither support nor rejectH2. First, a truly ignorant behavior
needs to be tested in comparison. As some subjects considered the
VAs’ gazing as creepy and others were irritated by the turnings in
AWARE, more insight into reasonable reactions to anAVD needs to
be gained. Here, we expect to see an interaction effect between the
interpersonal distance and VAs’ reactive behavior: The larger the
pass-by distance is, the fewer reactions need to be triggered. Thus,
both aspects need to be jointly evaluated in a future study.

Despite promising results in the pilot study, we need to address
some limitations: The misleading gazing in the IGNORE condition
and the animation quality have been discussed previously. After
improving both factors, we expect a clear preference for the AWARE
condition. Another shortcoming is our focus on the encounter itself:
On joining a group, the users transition from outstanders to group-
members. However, they remain uninvolved listeners as no direct
user-agent-interaction takes place. Although this design was con-
sciously chosen for this first trial, itmay influence theuser’s behavior.
Thus, a more natural task like joining a group to ask a question or to
engage in theconversationmightgivemore insight.Additionally, our
VAs only react on socially-accepted behavior and trajectories. Thus,
the system needs to become more robust, in particular in relation
to users misbehaving, e.g., walking right into the group’s o-space.

After overcoming the aforementioned limitations and evaluating
the approachwithmore subjects from a diverse demographics, there
are many avenues for future work. First, the static scenario should
be evaluated in more detail. Experiments should clarify how the
user’s perception of the group, e.g., in terms of familiarity, relation-
ship to the entities, or group entitativity [3], impacts the expected
groups’ reactions to a Join or Pass-by. In addition, the topic of con-
versation should be considered, as it might influence, e.g., the gazing
dynamics. Finally, evaluating the impact of a body avatar is of inter-
est (cp. [24]). A follow-up stepmay then extend the scheme tomaster
dynamic scenarios. Considering dynamic groupings, allows testing
whether the classification scheme can also be used to infer the intent
of VAs walking around. Furthermore, the increased complexity in
interactions allows for criteria adaptions in the classification scheme.
Considering mobile contexts also motivates further investigations.
Due to, e.g., the entitativity or changes in formation, e.g., based on
coherent or incoherent group behavior [35], detecting joins or pass-
by’s will be more challenging. Thus, more criteria need to be added
to the classification scheme (cp., [6]), e.g., the user’s walking speed
and the exact trajectory taken in comparison to the group.
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The outcome of the discussion is thus as follows: Although the
aforementioned limitations lower the informative value of our ap-
proach,we provide two useful contributions to the research area of
Social VR: First, we present a functional, yet refinable, classification
scheme to infer whether a user wants to join and to pass-by a social
group, based on the user’s proxemics, gaze, and orientation. Building
on this, we, secondly, showed that users prefer user-aware and re-
active VAs in indirect, non-verbal interactions, which is in line with
previous research (e.g., [7, 26, 39]). Thus, we strongly recommend
modeling VAs with an appropriate interactive capacity.

6 CONCLUSION
Encounters between users and VAs grouped into free-standing, con-
versational groups, becomemore frequent in VR applications.While
focusing on a user’s decision to join or to pass-by such a group, we
worked towards enhancing the interactive capacity of the respective
VAs. To this end, we developed a classification scheme inferring a
user’s intent, to trigger a natural reaction of the group members. A
pilot study allows the following conclusion: Our classification based
on the user’s social cues such as proxemics, gazing and orientation
works reliable for joins in a stationary contexts.However, the criteria
to detect a pass-by and the consecutive reactions of the VAs need to
be refined further. In addition, more dynamic situations should be
taken intoaccount in the future:VAsmovingaround in the stationary
context, as well as purely mobile situations, i.e., pedestrian groups.
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